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This is to inform you that we have successfully published the service release of both ESET
Endpoint Antivirus and ESET Endpoint Security 8.1 and the installation binaries are
henceforth available online on our global website and in the software repository of ESET
PROTECT. 

As with every endpoint rollout released after version 8.0.2039.x, it is important to mention,
that once enough feedback is collected and no problems are observed with this build (30-60
days), you can expect to be informed about the readiness and schedule of the microPCU
(micro Program Component Update), that will be offered to all 8.0.x endpoints depending on
their individual configuration. 

Change-log:

New: WMI and Registry scanning targets added to Idle state scanning 
New: Support for Microsoft Windows 10 Multi-session and Azure virtualized Windows
10 
New: Migration between Consumer and Business products 
New: One-click advanced logging for support ticket creation
Improved: Ignore whitespace characters in serial number parameter of Device
control rules to avoid manual input mistakes 
Improved: License overuse information screen
Improved: Uploading performance of large configuration to ESET Protect during
Request configuration Client task execution 
Fixed: Inconsistency in action taken between Device control rule and log records 
Fixed: Some settings not reverted to previous state after ending Override mode
Fixed: Override mode not enabled when assigned policy create in ESET Protect
Cloud 
Fixed: Inconsistency in license expiration date between ESET Business Account and
Endpoint activation dialogue
Fixed: Error message shown after disconnecting an Bluetooth device with blocking
Device control rule created 
Fixed: Missing Revert to default settings for sections in Advanced setup 
Fixed: Missing information in Action column in HIPS rules list 
Fixed: Ask me action available in Secure Browser Protected website list for managed
Endpoint 
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Fixed: Failed to load configuration error presented in ESET Protect when opening
requested configuration with large amount of rules in list (10k+) 

Build version: 8.1.2031.0
 Languages: All languages
 Project stage: Service release


